Write a conversation exercise: What do they look like?

Complete the conversation with six phrases from above and your own ideas.

Noah: Hey Emma, I can’t find my friend.

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Noah: Hey Emma, I 1 _________ my friend.

Emma: Don’t worry! What 2______________?

Noah: She’s 3 ____________.

Emma: Anything else? eyes? hair?

Noah: Her eyes 4 ____________. She has 5 ____________ hair. Her face is very beautiful.

Emma: Do you know what 6 ____________ she’s wearing today?

Noah: She’s wearing a 7 ____________ dress and 8 ____________ shoes.

Emma: Ok! 9 _________to help you find her.

Noah: Thank you so much. 10 ______ friendly and 11 ___________smile.

Emma: Oh look! 12 ____________ across the street your friend?

Emma: Noah: Wow! Yes,13_____________. Thank you Emma.

Emma: You’re welcome. Just 14 ______________.
Noah: Hey Emma, I can’t find my friend.

Emma: Don’t worry! What does she look like?

Noah: She's thin and tall.

Emma: Anything else? eyes? hair?

Noah: Her eyes are brown. She has long pink curly hair. Her face is very beautiful.

Emma: Do you know what kind of clothes she’s wearing today?

Noah: She’s wearing a yellow dress and white sporty shoes.

Emma: Ok! I’ll try to help you find her.

Noah: Thank you so much. She’s very friendly and has a nice smile.

Emma: Oh Look! Is that girl across the street your friend?

Emma: Noah: Wow! Yes, that’s her. Thank you Emma.

Emma: You’re welcome. Just go and get her.